Syncope is characterized by sudden and short-term loss of postural tone and consciousness [1]. Approximately 30% of the population has a syncope episode during their lifetime [2], and the most common cause is vasovagal syncope (VVS) [3]. VVS episode is usually self-limiting, but it may affect patients’ quality of life and leads to disability due to falls [4–6]. Although the pathophysiological mechanisms underlying VVS are not fully understood, it may be explained by the lack of adaptive mechanisms that the regulation of the systemic blood pressure and the blood supply to the brain [7]. Tilt table test is generally used for the diagnosis of VVS [8].

Stimulation of the limbic system, which is one of the main adaptive mechanisms, maybe causing VVS in case
of emotional stress and may explain the pathophysiology related to VVS [9]. In the case of emotional stress related to VVS, some cortical areas show the reaction to the primary triggers, such as sorrow and pain. The endogenous opioid and serotonin play an essential role in the vasodepressor response in these cortical areas [10, 11]. Serotonin molecule reduces sympathetic activity and increases parasympathetic activity with central effects, and serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SRRI) are considered an effective treatment in VVS patients [12].

Previous studies investigated the effects of psychiatric problems, such as anxiety on VVS. Especially, anxiety and depression were the most common mental disorders in these study groups [13–16]. The anxiety and depression that arise from VVS or VVS was a result of these mental disorders [17]. To understand the psychological status clearly and its contribution to VVS treatment, in this study, we aimed to investigate the relationship between quality of life, Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales and clinical characteristics of VVS patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Study Population

Between May 2016 and June 2017, 88 patients with VVS in cardiac arrhythmia clinic were included in this study. Patients were higher than 18 years of age and had at least three syncope attacks. Exclusion criteria were as follows: having structural heart disease, sick sinus syndrome, pseudo-syncope, carotid hypersensitivity, intraventricular conduction disorder, orthostatic hypotension, atrial fibrillation, metabolic disorder, neurological disorders and history of antiarrhythmic medication usage for any reason. Syncope was defined as a transient loss of consciousness with a brief period of unresponsiveness and a loss of postural tone, resulting in spontaneous recovery without any resuscitation. Presyncope is defined as extreme dizziness, visual sensations, such as the disappearance of peripheral view with “tunnel view” or “blackouts” and various conscious disorders without loss of consciousness. Pseudo-syncope is defined as a disorder that may occur without prominent cardiac, reflex, neurological, or metabolic causes, and it is not an exact loss of conscious disorder [18]. A pseudo-syncope diagnosis is made when a patient shows altered voluntary motor and/or sensory symptoms that are not consistent with known neurological or medical pathology.

Quality of life, Beck’s depression and anxiety scale forms were filled out by the patients in a quiet room and compared the relationship between patients’ clinical characteristics. Demographics, medical history, echocardiography, blood pressures, electrocardiography and physical examination findings were recorded. Investigations included surface electrocardiography, 24 h blood pressure and 48 h rhythm Holter monitoring, exercise stress testing, and routine neurological assessments; all of these were normal. The local ethics committee approved this study, and all patients gave informed consent (date: 18.01.2016; number: 20302).

Head-up Tilt Test Protocol

The head-up tilt test was always performed in the morning (after overnight fasting) between 9:00 A.M. and 12:00 noon to avoid any possible influence of diurnal variation on autonomic tone. The study room was quiet with dimmed lights. Informed consent was obtained from all the patients. The tilt table used was an electrically motorized bed with a footboard support and 15 seconds of travel time between 0 and 60°. The specific head-up tilt test protocol consisted of frequent (every five minutes or more often) blood pressure and heart rate measurements during an initial period of supine rest for 10 minutes and during a subsequent period of head-up tilt to 60° for 45 minutes or until symptoms developed. As soon as syncope or pre-syncope occurred, the patient was rapidly returned to the supine position with immediate restoration of consciousness and without any adverse equal. During the test, the blood pressure was measured by cuff sphygmomanometer and the heart rate was measured by continuous electrocardiographic recording [19]. Also, isoproterenol was infused at a rate of 0.05 µg/kg/min (not exceeding the maximal dose of 5 µg/min) for five minutes, if necessary. Syncpe of patients with a positive Head-up Tilt Test (HUT) test was classified based on the modified Vasovagal Syncope International Study (VASIS) classification as VASIS 1 (mixed), VASIS 2A (cardioinhibition without asystole), VASIS 2B (cardioinhibition with asystole) and VASIS 3 (vasodepressive) [20].

EQ-5D Quality of Life Scale

The EQ-5D is a quality of life measurement scale, which was developed by the EuroQoL group (the Western European quality of life research community) and assesses five dimensions with five questions. The five dimensions are mobility, self-care, usual activities, pain/discomfort and anxiety/depression. Each dimension has
three levels, including no problems, some problems and extreme problems. With this scale, 243 different health states and between -0.59 to 1 index scores could obtain. In index scores, a value of 1 indicates perfect health and 0 indicates death, and negative values indicate some clinical situations, such as being unconscious or dependent on the bed. There is a visual analog scale (VAS) (EQ-VAS) in the EQ-5D scale that includes answers related to the health condition. In the EQ-VAS scale, there is a measurement from 0 to 100 that a value of 0 indicates “the worst state of health imaginable” and a value of 100 indicates “the best health condition imaginable” [21].

**Beck-Depression Scale**

Dr. Aaron T. Beck created the Beck-depression scale, in which the questionnaire contains 21 multiple choice questions to determine the severity of depression. Emotional symptoms (e.g., despair and guilt) and physical symptoms (e.g., fatigue and weight loss) were evaluated in this questionnaire. The past failures and mistakes, pessimism, feelings of guilt, punishment and worthlessness, self-esteem, self-criticism, and suicidal thoughts were evaluated in the emotional sub-scale. Also, in the somatic sub-scale, the sadness, loss of pleasure, crying, agitation, apathy, indecision, loss of energy, changes in sleep patterns, irritability, change in appetite, difficulty in concentration, fatigue, and loss of sexual desire were evaluated. The lowest score was 0, and the highest score was 3 for each question in the sub-scale questionnaire. Total scores from 0 to 9 points indicate no or minimal depressive symptoms, 10 to 16 points indicate mild depressive symptoms, 17 to 29 points indicate moderate depressive symptoms, and 30 to 63 points indicate severe depressive symptoms, as described previously [22].

**Beck-Anxiety Scale**

The Beck-anxiety scale is an internationally used anxiety scale, in which the questionnaire contains 21 multiple choice questions to determine the severity of anxiety. The beck-anxiety scale assesses the anxiety symptoms (such as numbness or tingling, sweating not due to heat, fear of the losing control, irritability, indigestion, or discomfort in the stomach or choking sensation). The patients answered the questions with one of the four choices (no, mild, moderate, severe). In addition, each answer was evaluated the severity of anxiety with points, such as 0 point indicates no, 1 point indicates mild, 2 points indicate middle, and 3 points indicates severe. All points collected after completion of the questionnaire. Scale indicating the severity of anxiety in the following way: minimal (0–7 points), mild (8–15 points), moderate (16–25 points) and severe (26–63 points) [22].

**Statistical Analysis**

Data were analyzed using SPSS software version 20.0 for Windows (SPSS Inc, Chicago, Illinois). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test and Shapiro Wilk tests were used to verify that continuous variables were normally distributed. Normally distributed variables were expressed as mean±standard deviation (SD), while non-normally distributed variables were expressed as median with interquartile range (IQR). The categorical variables were presented as percentages. The relationship between vaso-

### Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of the 88 patients with VVS

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>34.7±14.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI (kg/m²)</td>
<td>23.5±4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women (%)</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ejection fraction (%)</td>
<td>65.2±7.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart rate (bpm)</td>
<td>77.6±9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SBP (mm Hg)</td>
<td>110.9±12.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBP (mm Hg)</td>
<td>71.8±8.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TSS</td>
<td>10.1±4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test duration (minutes)</td>
<td>29.6±13.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of asystole (second)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VVS Type</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-1 (%)</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-2 (%)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type-3 (%)</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D index</td>
<td>0.48±0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EQ-5D vas</td>
<td>73.6±14.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck-Depression</td>
<td>19.4±8.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beck-Anxiety</td>
<td>16.3±7.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal-depression (%)</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild-depression (%)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate-depression (%)</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe-depression (%)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimal-anxiety (%)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mild-anxiety (%)</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate-anxiety (%)</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Severe-anxiety (%)</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BMI: Body mass index; SBP: Systolic blood pressure; DBP: Diastolic blood pressure; TSS: Total syncope number; VVS: Vasovagal syncope.
vagal syncope types and general quality of life, the Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scale was evaluated using ANOVA or Kruskal Wallis test. As the dependent variables were constant, multiple linear regression analysis was used to assess the correlation between dependent and independent variables. The correlation between TSE and general quality of life, the beck-depression and beck-anxiety scale was examined using Pearson’s correlation (two-tailed). Statistical significance was defined as p<0.05.

RESULTS

Table 1 shows the demographic and clinical characteristics of the 88 patients. The patients’ mean age was 34.70±14.02 years, body mass index was 23.50±4.12 kg/m² and 54 of them were female. The ejection fraction was in the normal range of 65.21±7.72, and heart rate was 77.63±9.78 beats per minute and systolic and diastolic blood pressure were 110.99±12.84 and 71.80±8.37 mmHg, respectively. Before the VVS diagnosis, the number of syncope episodes was eight (6–14). The timing of the syncope episode during the tilt table test was 29.69±13.07 minutes, and the duration of asystole was 11 (9–19) seconds. The number of patients in type-1, type-2 and type-3 VVS was 43 (49), 15 (17), 30 (34), respectively. Scales were determined as an EQ-5D index 0.23 (0.10–0.61), EQ-5D-VAS index 73.64±14.39, Beck-depression 19.42±8.75 and Beck-anxiety16.36±7.00 (Table 1).

Table 2 shows the demographic and clinical characteristics of the vasovagal syncope patients’ types. There was no statistically significant difference between the VVS types and EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression, and Beck-anxiety scales (p=0.47, p=0.48, p=0.75, p=0.15). In correlation analyze, there was no significant correlation between the timing of the syncope episode, duration of asystole and EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression, and Beck-anxiety scales. The relationship between the total number of syncope episodes (TSE) and EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression, and Beck-anxiety scales was analyzed using Pearson correlation. There was a significant and negative correlation between the TSE and EQ-5D index and EQ-5D-VAS index, respectively (p<0.001, r: -0.649; p<0.001, r: -0.587) (Fig. 1A, B). There was a significant and positive correlation between TSE and Beck-anxiety scale (p<0.001, r: 0.622) (Fig. 1C). Moreover, TSE was significantly and positively correlated with the Beck-depression scale (p<0.001, r: 0.755) (Fig. 1D).

The relationship between TSE and independent parameters (age, BMI, gender, ejection fraction, heart rate, SBP, DBP, EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales) was analyzed with linear regression models. EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression scale and Beck-anxiety scales were defined as an independent parameter of TSE in regression analyze (Table 3).
DISCUSSION

In this study, we studied the relationship between TSE and psychological status and quality of life in patients with VVS. This study demonstrated three major findings, as follows:

1- There was a significant and negative correlation between the TSE and EQ-5D and EQ-5D-VAS indexes.

2- TSE was correlated significantly and positively with Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales.

3- EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales were independent parameters of TSE.

VVS, which is a recurrent and potentially debilitating medical disorder, is characterized by a high tendency to fainting, and it affects the patients’ quality of life [23]. Although the pathophysiology of VVS has not been understood clearly, peripheral autonomic dysfunction and central serotonergic mechanisms are the essential causes of vasovagal reflex [24, 25]. Also, the serotonin molecule plays a vital role in the pathophysiology of VVS, and it was suggested that similar pathophysiological features could be between depression and VVS [25]. Fear may increase the risk of physiological syncope symptoms due to similar autonomic symptoms of syncope and anxiety [26]. The existence of anxiety and depression in more than 30% of the VVS patients confirms this suggestion [16]. Also, VVS episodes are affected by psychosocial factors, such as anxiety, depression, personal beliefs about psychological disease, and fear [16, 27].

Previous studies showed that there is a relationship between psychological disorders and cardiovascular disease. Koponen et al. study demonstrated that depressive symptoms associated with increased CV mortality and morbidity risk, especially in men [28]. Also, the prognostic significance of depression has been demonstrated...
in patients with atrial fibrillation, heart failure, and coronary artery disease [29]. Moreover, previous studies have reported a relationship between psychological stress and recurrent syncope episodes in VVS patients [15, 16, 27, 30]. Anderson et al. found that the recurrent syncope episodes impaired the quality of life and initiated depressive symptoms [31]. It has also been reported that the psychiatric disorder prevalence was 80% in patients with syncope [15, 30, 32]. Recently, a prospective study found that 45% of adult patients with depression or anxiety disorders had a history of syncope episode [33]. Similarly, anxiety [34], depression [35] and somatization disorder [30] prevalence were reported in patients with positive tilt table test and recurrent syncope episodes. However, the association between the syncope severity and impaired quality of life is still unclear, and our findings may find an answer to this uncertainty. In our study, we aimed to find an association between the

**Figure 1.** (A) The correlations between the total syncope episodes (TSE) and the EQ-5D index in VVS (Vasovagal Syncope) patients. (B) The correlations between the total syncope episodes (TSE) and EQ-5D-VAS index in VVS (Vasovagal Syncope) patients. (C) The correlations between the total syncope episodes (TSE) and the Beck-anxiety scale in VVS (Vasovagal Syncope) patients. (D) The correlations between the total syncope episodes (TSE) and Beck-depression scale in VVS (Vasovagal Syncope) patients.
psychological status and VVS pathophysiology, and we showed that EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales were an independent predictor of TSE, and there was a significant correlation between the TSE and these scales.

The lack of a control group in our study makes it open to discussion. However, the EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales were previously studied in the Turkish population, so these findings eliminate the discussion [36–38]. The EQ-5D index, EQ-5D-VAS index, Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales’ scores were reported from previous studies in the Turkish population from various diseases. These scores were defined as a 0.91, 87, 8, 6 for the EQ-5D, EQ-5D-VAS, Beck-depression and Beck-anxiety scales, respectively [39–41]. The different scale scores between the present study and previous published papers in the Turkish population confirm our hypothesis. On the other hand, it is not well-known whether the recurrent syncope episodes were a reason or a consequence for psychiatric disorders. The number of syncope episodes increased in patients with psychiatric disorders, and recurrent syncope episodes might harm the psychosocial status [15, 30, 42]. The frequency of syncope episodes was less frequent or recovered entirely in patients under psychiatric treatment than those who did not receive such treatment [32, 43]. On the other hand, it was reported that VVS patients with unresponsive to conventional treatment had higher psychological discomfort [27]. Higher psychosocial discomfort levels could predict resistance to conventional treatment in VVS patients [44]. Also, SSRIs had a positive effect on the refractory recurrent syncope episodes [12, 45]. A recent study demonstrated that fluoxetine could be considered as the first-line treatment in VVS patients with recurrent syncope episodes and psychogenic disorders [46]. Similarly, Kadri et al. observed a significant improvement with citalopram treatment in syncope patients when the primary endpoint was considered as a well-being score (WS) [47]. Because syncope might occur secondary to psychiatric disorders, these findings showed the importance of evaluation of the psychiatric status. To support this theory, the American Psychiatric Association included syncope as one of the symptoms of panic, somatization, and phobic disorders [48]. As in our study, psychiatric disorders could predict the frequency of syncope episodes [15, 30, 42], and detecting psychiatric problems with scales might help to determine the psychological status and syncope treatment options.

When contemplating the high prevalence of psychological disorders and the role of beliefs about VVS, psychotherapies might be useful in VVS patients. Previous case reports showed that physical activities, such as muscle strengthening, and cognitive-behavioral therapies, were effective in the treatment of the VVS patients [49–51]. Moreover, serotonin molecule plays a vital role in VVS pathophysiology, and SSRIs are useful in the treatment of VVS episodes. It is hypothesized that SSRIs affect by inhibiting sympathetic activity in central neurons [52].

Limitations
This present study has some limitations. This was a single-center study and based on a relatively small group of patients. One other limitation of this study was the lack of psychiatrists. The data were collected from subjective and self-reported scales, and it may be possible bias or misinterpretation. Thus, we used the standard forms, which are accepted by the previous literature, to minimize the misinterpretation and increase the reliability of the data. Also, our study has shown the relationship between VVS and psychological disorders, but we could not distinguish whether the psychological disorder was a reason or consequence. These findings could not be generalized to all patients with syncope due to VVS patients were examined, and data were collected just in the arrhythmia clinics in this study. The lack of healthy subjects was another limitation of this study.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study showed that psychological factors play an essential role in patients with VVS. Many psychological problems seem to be crucial in the development and prevention of VVS-related injuries. It has been shown that conventional treatment was ineffective in VVS patients with psychological problems [27]. Early diagnosis and treatment are crucial to managing syncope episodes in patients with psychological problems. Clinicians should be aware of the effects of psychological factors in syncope and should find new treatment strategies. Therefore, psychological evaluation of syncope patients might be helpful in preventing future syncope attacks. Pharmacological treatment could be useful, as well as psychological therapy, for anxiety or depression in VVS patients, and it may decrease the frequency of syncope episodes. Further studies are needed to identify effective treatments in VVS patients.
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